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E.ON – Economic Electricity and Heat Generation

zenon – Exemplary Energy
Management with a Future.

E.ON Bayern Wärme has implemented a pioneering Biogas project in Bad Bocklet, investing
around 1.5 million euros. To visualize and monitor energy creation and energy distribution, the
company uses zenon from COPA-DATA.

The concept of a biogas combined heating and power generation convinced the local authority of the spa town of Bad Bocklet – in both economic and environmental aspects: In the biogas facility, only biomass materials are processed into biogas.
In a combined heating and power station, heat and electricity
are generated from the biomass material. E.ON Bayern Wärme
built the biogas combined heating and power station and operates the town’s heating grid. The biogas facilities need around
12,000 tons of sustainable raw materials (mainly corn) annually to generate approximately 4,700 megawatt hours annually, which E.ON Bayern Wärme feeds into the network. The
combined heating and power plant therefore provides around a
third of the overall electricity required by households and businesses in Bad Bocklet with renewable energy. At the same time,
around 3,200 megawatt hours of heat are produced to heat resort facilities, hotels, a pharmacy and a private residence.
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User-friendly visualization of the combined
heat and power station with detail views, for
example the heating boiler, steam boiler or
freshwater heating

zenon – an open,
hardware-independent solution

secure planning and
complete monitoring

The biogas facility has fermenters, post-fermenters and fer-

The processes are not only displayed and monitored; they are

mented product storage, in which the silage from corn or oth-

also documented, analyzed and ultimately archived. To do this,

er biomaterials is processed. In this fermentation process, a

E.ON Bayern Wärme uses the zenon “Extended Trend” module,

methane-rich gas is created from the biomass that is fed to the

alarm management and the zenon archive server. The users have

combustion engine as fuel. The mechanical output at the engine

the alarm list, event list and report evaluations available, so that
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they can observe not only the current status, but also evaluate

fed into the electricity grid. The heat lost from the motor through

data recorded over a long period of time. Therefore they can

exhaust and through its coolant water is also fed into the heat

not only see which values the equipment is reporting thanks

grid and can thus be used for heating. To illustrate and monitor

to the “Extended Trend” modules, but can also see how they

energy generation and energy distribution, E.ON Bayern Wärme

interrelate and how the efficiency of the equipment is progress-

uses zenon software from COPA-DATA. Martin Schütze, project

ing. “In times where optimization of operating costs and com-

leader at E.ON Bayern Wärme GmbH in Bayreuth and his col-

prehensive monitoring is becoming more and more important,

leagues decided on zenon for reasons including the fact that it

it is immensely important that analyses and information that

is an open solution and thus the energy company can use all

describe the operation of facilities is available at any time and

types of hardware as a platform. The energy company found a

in detail. zenon provides the best possibilities for analysis for

qualified partner with whom they could implement the whole

our requirements, which always guarantee optimum operation”,

project in Prozesstechnik Kropf GmbH. Today, E.ON Bayern has

explains Martin Schütze.

an overview of all important information: With zenon, the operators can use all components of the facility and all process to

access everywhere at any time

generate energy and monitor its distribution. zenon visualizes

E.ON Bayern Wärme also uses the zenon WEB Server to publish

and monitors all necessary information on processes, units and

data throughout the company. The zenon WEB Server brings ze-

machines as well as events, alarms and conditions in the com-

non projects onto the Internet on a 1:1 basis; no adaptations

bined heating and power plant The user can select individual

need to be made to the product for this. All screens and infor-

components, for example the steam boiler, the heating boiler,

mation are available online. The web client provides the same

the freshwater heating, differential pressure regulator, distribu-

look and feel as zenon Runtime. If a project is changed, a project

tor, standard parameters and time-switch programs in the menu

is also available online. This means that all users throughout the

bar. zenon provides not only information on the current status;

company are kept up to date. E.ON Bayern Wärme also uses the

the solution also provides the basis for optimum operation of

zenon remote desktop; with this, employees can log in over the

facilities.

weekend and monitor the equipment for the purpose of upkeep
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and maintenance. Because the overall operation of the spa in
Bad Bocklet depends on a reliable energy supply, safe operation
around the clock is an absolute necessity. For the supervisors,
zenon provides not only security but also greater ease of use.
Energy specialist Martin Schütze comments: “General control of
operations, remote maintenance, analysis and secure management of alarms are of great importance to our energy generation and distribution. My many years of experience in managing
facilities have shown that zenon from COPA-DATA is a solution
that can comprehensively master all duties for the safe and efficient operation of facilities.”

overview of
process-related statistics

Energy generation with exemplary function: E.ON

zenon ensures that preventative upkeep and maintenance as

Bayern Wärme is using innovative technologies in

well as economic evaluation of energy generation and energy

its Bad Bocklet biogas facilities. zenon visualizes and

distribution are possible. For economical operation and opti-

monitors the combined heat and power station.

mum supply to the spa, it is essential to have a powerful alarm
management system as well as an integrated concept for remote
monitoring.

the advantages of using zenon:
Clear representation: The equipment is visualized

Hardware-independence: Using products from dif-

completely, from a complete overview down to small

ferent manufacturers ensures low costs on the one

details. The user immediately has an overview of all

hand and a high degree of investment security on

important data.

the other.

Detailed possibilities for analysis: The compre-

Simple and powerful scaling: Additional require-

hensive recording and evaluation of data make it

ments can be easily and efficiently implemented.

possible to optimize the equipment. Hidden poten-

Comprehensive remote access: The current status is

tial for optimization also becomes apparent (such as

accessible worldwide, and as a 1:1 representation

pressure from teleheating).

without any adaptation to the project being re-

Open system: zenon enables data from the most

quired. Monitoring several facilities from one central

varied systems to be compiled and offers simple

point saves unnecessary journeys and costs. Remote

integration of new equipment.

access enables quicker and more precise decisions to
be made. Remote diagnosis external to the facilities
is also possible with zenon.

